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Today is Columbia’s shining moment as 
we place a spotlight on the glorious work of 
our graduating students–at both the gradu-
ate and undergraduate level–all wrapped 
in an urban arts festival that captures our 
creative spirit and celebrates our commu-
nity. Manifest has emerged as Columbia’s 
signature event, one of the most impres-
sive festivals you will find on any college 
campus and a major cultural presence 
in Chicago. 
In 2014, Manifest will celebrate its 14th 
anniversary. Our students have created 
a magical day for you. Every Columbia 
building and the adjoining parking lots and 
sidewalks in and around the South Loop 
will be filled with energy, art, passion and 
the creative output of our students. We be-
gin the day with our Great Convergence as 
we come together to celebrate our creative 
community and offer support and encour-
agement to our 2014 graduates. As we 
are dazzled by the spectacle created by our 
students, the Great Convergence reminds 
us of the singular and incredible power of 
our community. 
To our graduates: Congratulations! To our 
faculty: Your inspiration is palpable in your 
students’ stunning bodies of work. To our 
staff: You have crafted a creative environ-
ment for your students. To our alumni: 
Welcome home. To our parents: Be proud. 
To our guests: Be amazed. 
Welcome to Manifest 2014.
33 East Congress Parkway, Suite 224
312-369-8999  | Chronicle@colum.edu
Dear Columbia College 
Community and frienDs,  
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By Tyler Eagle
Associate Editor
As the semester comes to an end and thousands of students get ready to don their caps and 
gowns for graduation, the college is 
preparing for the 14th Annual Mani-
fest Urban Arts Festival—Columbia’s 
celebration of its students and the 
work they create.
Centered in the heart of Colum-
bia’s urban campus, Wabash Avenue 
will be closed from 9th Street to 
11th Street as students, faculty and 
other members of the college com-
munity prepare to launch the May 
16 festival. 
This year will include a zip line reach-
ing from  the 916 S. Wabash Ave. Build-
ing to a parking lot across the street, 
more than 100 exhibitions, perfor-
mances and screenings and a 17-foot 
doll that will be walking up and down 
the street, according to Kari Sommers, 
assistant dean of Student Life. 
Sommers said the college is ex-
pecting between 20,000–30,000 
people to attend the event and that 
approximately 3,000 students will 
participate in the festival. 
Sommers said the biggest differ-
ence between this year’s Manifest 
and the festivals of previous years is 
the amount of student involvement.
“It is a truly student-created festi-
val,” Sommers said. “We are the only 
[college] in the country that has a 
completely student-designed, curat-
ed and produced festival. Everything 
you go to or touch, our students are 
deeply involved in the design, the lay-
out and every piece.”
Mark Kelly, vice president of Student 
Affairs, said he is looking forward to 
the sense of community Manifest 
creates. Other colleges orchestrate 
end-of-the-year concerts and events, 
but they pale in comparison to Co-
lumbia’s festival, Kelly said.
“Manifest is something sa-
cred,” Kelly said. “It’s the heart 
and soul of why we are here, 
which is our students and their 
academic, intellectual and creative 
development.”
Kelly said he appreciates the level 
of effort that students and the col-
lege community devote to Manifest. 
He said it is a chance for the college 
to show the country its ability to fos-
ter artistic talent.
“Our students are making and creat-
ing, but so much is not visible,” Kelly 
said. “Everyone lives in their part 
of the college but the college itself 
doesn’t come to life on a regular ba-
sis. Manifest is that one time where 
all of that making and creation be-
comes very palpable and you can feel 
it on the street and all of our galleries 
and performance spaces.”
Manifest Overview
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instagram.com/cccmanifest
twitter.com/CCCManifest
facebook.com/ManifestUrbanArtsFestival
 
Connect with us!
C o n v e r g e n C e 
A chAnce for collAborAtion
By Elizabeth Earl
Opinions Editor
Hundreds of dancers, choreographed videos and 17-foot puppets on ziplines will light up the opening ceremony 
for Manifest.
The 5th Annual Great Convergence, the biggest 
student gathering of the year, kicks off at noon 
May 16 and will feature performances from near-
ly every department of the college, according to 
Kari Sommers, assistant dean of Student Life. 
This year, the event will showcase more collabo-
ration than ever between faculty and students in 
various departments.
“The participation from other departments, 
students and faculty has expanded to the School 
of Media Arts this year, which is very exciting,” 
Sommers said. 
School of Media Arts students are col-
laborating with Frequency TV to produce the 
opening video, which was shot and edited 
by students in the Cinema Art + Science De-
partment, Sommers said. The video accom-
panies a dance performance that was de-
signed and choreographed by students in the 
Dance Department.
The second major change is the incorpora-
tion of theater performance into the Theatre 
Department’s curriculum, Sommers said. For 
the past few months, theater students have 
been writing, choreographing, designing, direct-
ing and making the materials for the produc-
tion, the most extensive student-run production 
the Great Convergence has featured to date, 
Sommers said.
“The thing that is so different about this 
performance is that it’s so big, and we don’t 
have the capacity to really do a full rehearsal 
ever,” Sommers said. “The entire thing only 
comes together once in that moment when 
it gets performed. From a producer’s perspec-
tive, that’s pretty unnerving. We refer to it as 
planned spontaneity.”
The event is the largest of the year aside from 
Convocation, which kicks off the academic year 
in August. Manifest used to open with a parade 
called The Spectacle Fortuna, which wound its 
way through the South Loop with musical and 
dance numbers, but the Chicago Police Depart-
ment and local businesses became frustrated 
by closing streets all over the neighborhood dur-
ing a busy period of the year for a loud festival, 
Sommers said. The Great Convergence brings 
everyone together in one place, providing a 
sense of unity and collaboration that Columbia 
does not often have, Sommers said.
There will also be a dance performance that 
is connected to an Xbox Kinect, which was or-
chestrated by Interactive Arts & Media faculty 
member Matt Board. The Xbox will project the 
dancers’ movements onto a screen in a digital 
display. 
Theater students designed and produced a 
series of puppets that will be suspended on 
a zipline and flown across South Wabash Av-
enue from the 916 S. Wabash Building to the 
lot where the event takes place, in addition to 
a 17-foot-tall mannequin of a little girl that will 
walk down the street, Sommers said.
“We’ve had staff who have had to talk to the 
city about how to run a zipline for puppets across 
the street,” Sommers said. “The students are 
pushing each other and also pushing us. We 
have the awesome challenge of how to figure 
out how to realize their dreams and visions 
with them.”
Despite the rigorous planning and exten-
sive paperwork required to organize Manifest 
each year, Sommers said it is always worth it 
to see students come together to collaborate. 
President Kwang-Wu Kim has encouraged col-
legewide collaboration since he took office a 
year ago, and Manifest is an opportune time to 
implement that collaboration, she said.
“Whether consciously or unconsciously, [Man-
ifest] is definitely a result [of and] inspired by 
Dr. Kim’s vision,” Sommers said. “It’s really pro-
ductive for breaking down the barriers between 
the schools and the academic departments.”
12 p.m. - 9 p.m. | Wabash Arts Corridor 
(Between Michigan - Clark and Congress - Roosevelt)
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 “InFlux”   Media Collaboration
“InFlux” is a Cinema Art + Science, Interactive Arts & Media, Dance, and Mu-
sic collaboration that utilizes motion capture technology commonly used in 
animation and game development, to create an innovative, whimsical media 
experience.  Juxtaposed with the movement of the dancers, the animated vi-
suals coalesce into a physical and virtual interdisciplinary expression of flight.
    A dancer’s movement is captured in real-time by a Kinect camera sensor. 
The movement translates into an abstract display of visual effects and mo-
tions that initiates the call and response elements of the live performance.
 
Convergence Song "My Way"
Performed by the Music Department Pop Orchestra Ensemble and Gospel 
Repertory Performance Ensemble, Directed by Carey Deadman, Walter Owens 
& Assistant Director Antonio Ross
 
My Way Arrangement by Carey Deadman
Rap by Sharon Turner
 
Choreography by Andrea Wright
Dancers: Dwight Alaba, Danielle Cina, Sarah Frye, Alexis Fuller, Hanna Mor-
fogen, Dalton Rhodes, Hannah Santistevan, Austin Shirley, Andrea Wright, 
Michelle Young
 
CREDITS:
The Great Convergence Content Producer: Margi Cole, Dance and Business & 
Entrepreneurship Department faculty
 
Stage Managers
Dimitri Moore
Gabby Welsh
 
American Sign Language/English Interpretation Department (ASL)
Daniella Doll
Christine McAlonan
Lauren Wenner
With special thanks to ASL Department Chair, Diana Gorman and Columbia’s 
Interpreting Services, Duriyah Wilborn
Creative Writing Department
Department Manifest Coordinator: Joshua Young
With special thanks to Creative Writing Department Interim Chair, Matthew 
Shenoda and Associate Chair, Sam Weller
 
Dance Department
Dance Department Manifest Coordinator: Dardi McGinley Gallivan
Choreography: Keesha Beckford, Dance Department faculty
Procession Choreography: Keesha Beckford & Dardi McGinley Gallivan, with 
movement invention by Theater students
“My Way” Choreography: Andrea Wright, Keesha Beckford
Classes Participating- Introduction to Dance Technique
With special thanks to Dance Department Chair, Onye Ozuzu
 
Music Department
Content Coordinator: Steve Hadley, Music Department
Music Director/Composer Carey Deadman
Percussion Ensemble Director: Jarrett Hicks
               Assistant Director Zach Himelhoch
Gospel Repertory Ensemble Director: Walter Owens
            Assistant Director: Tone Ross
Dancers
Movement created by Keesha Beckford, performed by 
Dance students
 
Musicians
Percussion Ensemble, Directed by Jarrett Hicks
Assistant Director Zach Himelhoch 
 
Main Stage Band
Pop Orchestra, Directed by Carey Deadman
Gospel Repertory Performance Ensemble, Directed by Walter Owens 
& Assistant Director Antonio Ross
Street Spectacle:
Collaboratively conceived by Creatin g Performance Seminar and 
Site Specific Design and Performance Class students: Amelia Bol-
stad, Chloe Cappuccilli, Tyler Christie, Nathan Clifford, Sara Dickey, 
Jeannie Haze, Steven Hiben, Karen Jones, Emma Ladji, Lucas Per-
fetti, Alexander Rhyan, Jessica Santrock, Dior Stephens, Josephine 
Wilson and Kathryn Utke with guidance from theatre faculty Ann 
Boyd and Chelsea Warren
 
Puppet & Costume Designers
Designed by Site Specific Design and Performance Class students 
Alexander Rhyan, Chloe Cappuccilli, Tyler Christie, Gabriella Welsh, 
Nathan Clifford, Emma Gullo, Sara Dickey, Jeannie Haze, Steven 
Hiben, Karen Jones and Josephine Wilson with guidance of theatre 
faculty Chelsea Warren and Jacqueline Penrod.
                            
Puppeteers
Directed and performed by Theatre and Dance Students with guid-
ance from Creating Performance Seminar students as well as the 
Site Specific Design and Performance students.
WELCoME
 
Student Government Association President, Nicole Carroll
Columbia College Chicago President and CEo, Dr. Kwang-Wu Kim
 
ThE GIFTS
 
Chorus
Performed by an a cappella group: Santos DeNova, Margaret “Meg” 
Thomas-Cary, Cydni Shepard, and Kathryn “Katie” Utke. Lyrics writ-
ten by students in the Department of Creative Writing.
 
CoNvERGENCE DANCE “INFLux”
Choreography by Keesha Beckford with movement invention by the 
dancers.
Dancers: Dwight Alaba, Danielle Cina, Sarah Frye, Alexis Fuller,  Han-
na Morfogen, Dalton Rhodes, Hannah Santistevan, Andrea Wright, 
Michelle Young
Video: Matthew Board, Jason Geistweidt, Brian Wright, Charles Cel-
ander, Jennifer Chung
Costumes:  Sarah Dickey
Dance Music “Agitato”
Composition by Steven Melin
Flight: A Multi-Disciplinary, Student Authored Performance of Designed Spontaneity  
The GreaT ConverGenCe 2014
Percussion Ensemble:
A.J. Ziyad
John Seguin
Marta Vergillos
DeAndre Allen-Toole
Alex Essau
Pop Orchestra:
Vocals:
            Marisa Borello
            Laura Forney
            Kristoph Jeffers    
            Jennifer Manske
Rhythm:
            Luis Echeverria (Guitar/Keyboard)
            Justin Murawski (Guitar)
            Zach Gordon (Keyboards)
            Andrew Okrzesik (Bass)
            Johnny Seguin (Drums)
Horns:
            Endrè Rice
            Kyle Miller
            DaVante Miller
Bryce Romanowski
Strings:
            Alice Kraynak
            Celeste Park
            Imani Glasco
            Dakota Dukes
Gospel Repertory Ensemble:
Endya Black
D'Zhari Bolden
Amy Campher
Marissa Borello
Erik Davis
Rebecka Fishman
Jheni Gibson
Alyssa Jackson
Kayla Kelly
Ashley Mondisa
Forrest Siller
Amanda Smith
Matthew Steele
Sharon Turner
With special thanks to Music Department Chair, Dick Dunscomb
 
School of Media Arts
School of Media Arts Manifest Coordinator: Elsa Tullos
Media creation and technical consultation: Matthew Board, Jeff 
Meyers, and Charles Celander
With special thanks to Dean of School of Media Arts, Robin Bargar
 
Theatre Department
Content Coordinators: Ann Boyd, Jacqueline Penrod and Chelsea War-
ren, Theater Department faculty
Puppet and Spectacle Costume Design: Alexander Rhyan, Chloe Cap-
puccilli, Tyler Christie, Gabriella Welsh, Nathan Clifford, Emma Gullo, 
Sara Dickey, Jeannie Haze, Steven Hiben, Karen Jones and Josephine 
Wilson with guidance of theatre faculty Chelsea Warren and Jacque-
line Penrod.  Puppet and Spectacle Costume Construction by: Lizi Bre-
it, Liz Meenan, Taylor Bibat, Tara Smith, Maegan Jenkins, Emily Bok-
senbaum and the Giant Girl armature built by Means of Production.
The Great Convergence is Manifest’s opening ceremony in which faculty, staff, students, alumni, 
friends, donors and parents come together as a singular Columbia community before the urban arts 
festival erupts into the South Loop. Created by our students and guided by our faculty and staff, the 
Great Convergence is a grand spectacle using metaphor, pageantry, ritual and theatricality to capture 
our spirit and ethos. This is our signature moment to celebrate our creative culture and honor all of our 
graduating students during their culminating “Hell Yeah” Ceremony as we send them off to showcase 
their bodies of work at Manifest.
Inspired by rites of passage ceremonies from around the world, theater, music, dance, creative 
writing, and interactive arts & media students, with support from audio arts & acoustics, ameri-
can sign language and television students, have developed flight as a transformative process of a 
Columbia education.
More than 200 students and 15 faculty have participated in the creation and production of the Great 
Convergence 2014 a performance of designed spontaneity.
The burdens we bear, so often in the form of our fears weigh upon us and keep us stuck (represented by the burdened figures, cloaked, slowly progressing through the street) surround-
ed by birds and kites of play and joy that are a contrast to their heaviness.  as the flight mystic figures unveil themselves we remember the childlike sense of wonder and playfulness (repre-
sented by the 2 story girl with her kite) the burdens begin to fall. we remember the infinite potential of our imaginations (as symbolized by the progression of flying machines). we overcome 
fear, find freedom and are transformed (symbolized by a huge group of people running in place, throwing their arms wide and moving off into a dance of flight inspired movement).  
PROCESSIONS:
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The Great Convergence, the grand kick-off for Manifest, will be spiced with some new flavors this year courtesy 
of nine food trucks and a number of extra 
cultural events.
The brainchild of the Manifest planning 
board, The Taste of Convergence will launch 
this year after the conclusion of the Great 
Convergence, which takes place at noon on 
May 16. The event will bridge the gap be-
tween the Great Convergence and the rest 
of the events before the bands take to the 
main stage in the evening, according to Kim 
Hannay, a 2014 Manifest intern and junior 
arts, management major.
Hannay said the idea began when Coor-
dinator of Student Employment Shannon 
Bourne suggested having more food trucks 
at Manifest. The idea took off and became 
a festival that is slated to close off South 
Wabash Avenue between 9th and 11th 
streets to feature the nine food trucks, 
comedy events, a fashion show and other 
performances, Hannay said.
“We want to make that kind of a con-
tinuation of the Great Convergence and 
to bridge the gap between the Great Con-
vergence and when the main stage acts 
start,” Hannay said. “It started out with the 
food trucks, and then it just kind of grew 
from there.”
Columbia students have embraced food 
trucks in recent years when they visit the 
campus near the 600 S. Michigan Ave.
Nine food trucks 
come to 
 Manifest
Building and the 33 E. Congress Building. 
The food trucks at the Taste of Conver-
gence will include Bridgeport Pasty, Chi-
cago Cupcake, Chicago Lunchbox, the Fat 
Shallot, Husky Hog BBQ, The Slide Ride, 
Sugarpie Café, Windy City Patty Wagon and 
Beaver’s Coffee & Donuts.
Beaver’s Coffee & Donuts has been 
around since 2011 and opened a store in 
2013 at 131 N. Clinton St., according to 
owner Gabriel Wiesen. He said the truck 
often participates in big festivals like Taste 
of Chicago, the Shamrock Shuffle and a 
number of the races in the city. Beaver’s 
is the only donut shop in Chicago that 
makes its donuts fresh-to-order for each 
customer, Wiesen said. Besides tradition-
al donuts with powdered sugar and cannoli 
shells, the shop also offers unique con-
coctions like the Rockstar, which contains 
PopRocks,  Wiesen said.
“It sounds like a great festival, and we 
always love to be a part of good festivals,” 
Wiesen said.
The city government has relaxed its poli-
cies toward food trucks in recent years, a 
drastic change from a few years ago when 
licenses were difficult to obtain and require-
ments were more stringent, he said. Chi-
cago’s food truck community has adapted 
and residents have embraced food truck 
options citywide, especially at festivals.
Hannay said planning the Taste of Conver-
gence took extensive coordination with the 
city, requiring special permission from the 
City Council to operate in the street and to 
allow the presence of food trucks for an ex-
tended period of time. Because this is the 
event’s debut, the board had no model to 
work from, but Hannay said they hope it will 
be a staple at future Manifests.
“I think in general it’s going to be exciting 
for people as a natural flow from the Great 
Convergence right into the Taste,” Hannay 
said. “[Manifest] is ending on a really posi-
tive note for all the students and bringing all 
the students together.”
THE TASTE of   ConvErgEnCEBy Elizabeth EarlOpinions Editor
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THE URBAN CLOUD
1001 S. Wabash Ave.
The Great Convergence
12–1 p.m.
The Great Convergence is Manifest’s 
opening ceremony where faculty, 
staff,  students, alumni, friends, do-
nors and parents come together as 
a singular Columbia community be-
fore the urban arts festival erupts 
into  the South Loop.  Created by our 
students and guided by our faculty 
and  staff, the Great Convergence is 
a grand spectacle using metaphor, 
pageantry, ritual and theatricality to 
capture our spirit and ethos. This is 
our signature moment to celebrate 
our creative culture and honor all 
of our graduating students dur-
ing their culminating “Hell Yeah” 
Ceremony as we send them off 
to showcase their bodies of work 
at Manifest.
 
Social: The Twitter & Insta-
gram Interactive Terminal
12–6 p.m.
The hub for all things interac-
tive. We will be providing a photo 
booth with props, contests and 
prizes. Follow the official Manifest 
pages on Instagram and Twitter 
@cccmanifest!
Art + Activism in 
the Urban Cloud
12–6 p.m.
Art + Activism is back at Manifest 
with our new Student Organization 
and TIE-DYE exclusive Art + Activism 
Manifest T-shirts. Make a statement 
making paper with the PEACE PAPER 
PROJECT; and be part of the PUSH 
podcast, AUDIO EXQUISITE CORPSE!
With Love, from One Tribe
10 a.m.–5 p.m.
Give love, take love! One Tribe invites 
you to explore the different facets 
of expressing love. This semester 
we opened our minds to broader 
definitions of this powerful four-letter 
word. Let our tent be the starting 
point of YOUR day of sharing love all 
across Manifest.
Go Fly a KITE!!!
1–7 p.m.
Join the Center for Community Arts 
Partnerships as we present  Mas-
ter Teaching Artist Julio Flores in 
a series of kite-making workshops 
throughout the day. Come and learn 
how to make a Chiringa, a  style 
of kite made in Puerto Rico and 
Cuba. Energetic grad students  from 
CCAP’s arts programs of Chicago 
Public Schools will be in attendance 
as well. Stop by our workshops to get 
creative and for insight into CCAP’s 
teaching artistry programming that 
permeates  Columbia’s environment 
with community-engaged learning 
opportunities for all. Make a kite, 
take a kite and go fly a kite!
Take Flight Zip Line
1–7 p.m.
Take Flight on our 200–foot zipline 
traveling at more than 20 miles per 
hour. Join Columbia’s Fitness, Athlet-
ics and Recreation unit in the main 
lot for chills and thrills.
Take Flight on 
the Euro Bungy
1–6 p.m.
Take flight toward the stars on the 
Euro Bungy super trampoline sys-
tem that enables you to bounce 
higher than two stories, accom-
plishing gravity–defying maneuvers. 
Multiple bungee cords are attached 
to a harness, in which the jumper is 
safely secured, giving a gravity-defy-
ing ride that has all the adrenaline 
of bungee jumping, but none of the 
risk. Anyone from 30–200 pounds 
can bungee jump and bounce. Each 
person is in a harness that allows 
them to bounce more than 20 feet 
high! If you are daring, you can do 
front flips and back flips. Join Co-
lumbia’s Fitness, Athletics and Rec-
reation unit in the main lot for chills 
and thrills.
Mapping Our Liberation: 
An Interactive Timeline
12–6 p.m.
Join Multicultural Affairs and Inter-
national Student Affairs as we map 
collective and personal moments 
of liberation throughout time. Can 
you recall movements or instances 
when you or your culture,  identity 
or race have risen above oppression 
or injustice?
Screening of short videos 
and animations by Jones 
College Prep students
1–2 p.m.
Join the Museum of Contemporary 
Photography and 250 Jones College 
Prep art students and faculty cel-
ebrating Manifest by viewing short 
videos and animations created by 
select Jones College Prep students 
(on the Manifest Main Stage). In 
conjunction with the Manifest theme 
of “flight,” MoCP staff will also  proj-
ect a curated set of images from our 
collection of more than 12,000  pho-
tographs. The screening will immedi-
ately follow the Great Convergence.
Main Stage
12:30–8 p.m.
Music all day! The best of the best 
talent that Columbia has to offer fol-
lowed by featured performances by 
national acts The Hood Internet and 
Youngblood Hawke.
Frequency TV 
Manifest Broadcast
12–8 p.m.
Frequency TV will be broadcasting 
live from the Manifest lot all day! Be 
sure to check out the live stream on 
FrequencyTV.com.
Arts Management 
Senior Send-Off
5–5:20 p.m.
Join us as we toast to our 
Class of 2014!
Theater
Center
72 E. 11th St.The Urban Cloud
12–7 p.m.
Run by the “Events Management Practicum” course, The Urban Cloud 
brings together the entire Columbia community in celebration of its creativ-
ity, aspirations and cultural vibrance. Join us for a fun-filled afternoon with 
student art work and performances, zip-lining, aerial dancers and more.
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Information from colum.edu/Manifest
“Who We Are Upon 
the Blue Guitar”  
10:30–11:30 a.m. 
CLASSIC STUDIO | “Teaching Practi-
cum Theatre” students and students 
from Perspective Charter School 
present performative pieces inspired 
by art-making around the big idea of 
Identity. In this class, Columbia stu-
dents have explored the connection 
between their artistic practice and 
teaching as well as learning how 
to lead young students through the 
process of devising original theater. 
Come support our wonderfully cre-
ative young people as they perform 
at a college for the first time!
Two Chairs and a Light Bulb 
12:30–3 p.m. 
CLASSIC STUDIO | The world pre-
miere of a group of tight, spare, short 
plays developed by 11 student play-
wrights over the course of the term 
in collaboration with an ensemble 
cast of 20 student actors. Each 
play is less than ten minutes, has 
no more than three characters and 
is performed on a set of NO MORE 
THAN TWO CHAIRS. Chairs only. NO 
couches. NO tables. NO beds. NO di-
nette sets. NO swimming pools. NO 
helicopters. And NO THIRD CHAIR.
Ashes, Ashes, 
We All Grow Up   
1–2 p.m. 
CLASSIC STUDIO | Everyone even-
tually has to grow up, it's part of 
life, but navigating the compli-
cated world of adulthood can be 
a struggle for anyone. So come 
see this group of freshman com-
edy students perform their very 
first ORIGINAL sketch revue as 
they show us what it means to be 
an adult in a big, big city.  Directed 
by Keith Horvath, Musical Direction 
by Alan Giles, Assistant Direction by 
Ethan Burk. Written and Performed 
by Kearney Fagan, Andrew McDon-
nell, Laura Mulcahy, William Walton, 
and Frances Wood.
Cherry Yum Diddly Dip  
2–3 p.m. 
CLASSIC STUDIO | A sketch review 
featuring the best material from the 
“Acting III: Comedy Workshop” class 
created through improvisation and 
writing and featuring original songs. 
You might even see a philandering 
sloth.
Gotta Dance! Gotta Tap! 
Gotta Choreograph!   
3–4 p.m. 
GETz THEATER | Highlights from 
the Musical Theatre Dance classes. 
Students in  “Advanced  Musical 
Theatre Tap” and “Choreography 
Lab” will offer performances.
New Voices for 
a New World   
3–3:30 p.m. 
NEW STUDIO THEATER | A Selec-
tions of new works from graduating 
playwrights.
Creating Performance    
3:30–4:15 p.m.
NEW STUDIO THEATER | Ann Boyd’s 
“Creating Performance Seminar” 
students Amelia Bolstad, Emma 
Ladji, Lucas Perfetti, Jess Santrock, 
Dior Stephens and Kathryn Utke 
share new works that draw upon 
personal stories, vocal expression 
and the language of movement to 
investigate a range of topics that in-
clude our relationship to body, time 
and one another.
Manifest Main Event 
Stage-Combat Showcase   
4–5 p.m.
GETz THEATER | It’s a MmEScS! 
Come see the last throw-down of 
the spring 2014 semester. The top 
16 scenes from the stage-combat 
1, 2, and 3 classes—Broadsword, 
Small Sword, Single Sword, Quar-
terstaff, Rapier and Dagger  and 
Unarmed fights. Go to! Go to! They 
are too saucy!
Violet   
4:15–5 p.m. 
NEW STUDIO THEATER | Highlights 
from our Main Stage production. A 
soaring score of beautiful gospel, 
rock and country tunes performed 
by the cast of ‘Violet.’ Join us for a 
musical journey of love, courage 
and what it means to be different!
Terminal 
XIV
635 S. Wabash Ave.
Terminal XIV
12–6 p.m. 
Terminal XIV is located at Wabash 
Avenue and 8th Street at Columbia 
College Chicago’s Manifest Urban 
Arts Festival 2014. This lot will cre-
ate the ultimate engaging flight 
experience for our Columbia peers 
and community members. We’ll see 
you at Terminal XIV.
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SHOPCOLUMBIA
Columbia’s student and alumni art boutique
YEAR-ROUND BOUTIQUE:
623 S Wabash Ave, first floor
Chicago, IL 60605
FINE ART:
BA + BFA Photography, 820 S Michigan Ave
MFA Photography, 1104 S Wabash Ave
SHOP ONLINE: 
http://shop.colum.edu
Since opening fall 2008, artists 
have earned over $250,000 from 
the sale of their work.
Work by: Dana Diederich, Peter Gaona, Amy Hilber, 
Kyra Kalaw, JJ McLuckie, Lina Caro, Lorleanne’s 
Uniques, Sam McMorris, Monsters and Unicorns, 
RaRa Press, Jenna Rodriguez, and True Partners in 
Craft. Photography by Jared Bennett, Photography ‘17
Campus Tours for 
Prospective Students    
10 a.m.–3 p.m. 
1st floor | You're invited to take 
a tour of Columbia College Chicago 
during Manifest, one of the most 
exciting days of the year! Columbia's 
tour Center will be open from 9 a.m. 
to 3 p.m., with Admissions Counsel-
ors on hand to answer any questions 
you may have. student-run tours will 
occur every hour at 10 a.m., 11 a.m., 
noon and 2 p.m., giving prospective 
students and parents a chance to 
visit every academic department 
while soaking up this incredible year-
end celebration. Advanced registra-
tion is not required for tours during 
Manifest. simply stop by the tour 
Center, located at 600 s. Michigan 
Ave., on the 1st floor.
Marketing Communication 
Department Showcase    
5–6 p.m. 
the ferguson Marketing Commu-
nication students will present their 
final senior projects. Guests will be 
introduced to the Marketing Com-
munication Department scholars 
including the Patricia McCarty 
scholar, the Howard Mendelsohn 
scholar and Internship Awardees. 
the National student Advertising 
Competition team will present their 
entry from this year's competition 
to guests. refreshments to follow 
from 6–8PM in the Graduate Cen-
ter, room 205.
 
Practicum Sneak 
Peek Screening    
1:30-5 p.m.
StAGe 1 | Catch a sneak peek at 
the work being done by Cinema Art 
+ science Advanced Practicum stu-
dents in a works-in-progress screen-
ing. the Practicum is the capstone 
experience for most graduating 
seniors before entering the profes-
sional world.
Johnson 
Building
820 S. Michigan Ave.
Interactive Arts & 
Media Senior Exhibition   
10 a.m.–8 p.m.
Interactive Arts & Media Depart-
ment artists harness unorthodox 
applications of technology to com-
posite light/dark, algorithmic/gen-
erative, time/space data play.
Photography Exhibition   
11a.m–6 p.m.
exhibition of the BA & BFA graduat-
ing photography students.
Studio Motorcycle
 Photo Shoot 
  3–7 p.m.
Join the Photography Department 
for a Manifest celebration photo 
shoot! Photo has invited several 
motorcyclists to the Johnson Build-
ing to have their portrait taken with 
their bikes by our students.
BA + BFA Photography 
Exhibition Awards Night   
4–7 p.m.
Annual photography awards event 
and exhibition celebration night.
MPC
600 S. Michigan Ave.
QUINCY 
WONG
623 S. Wabash Ave.
Special Performance 
Acoustic Kitchen
6–8 p.m.
the Acoustic Kitchen special Per-
formance for Manifest highlights 
the best musical acts and graduat-
ing seniors who performed at the 
regular Acoustic Kitchen open stage 
throughout the school year. each 
act will have a full music set. Acts 
include Blake Stepan, the Vale, Hot 
Mess and Cody Maderich/lauren 
Waldo. Hosted by David Dolak. 
Art + Design 
Manifest Exhibition  
5–9 p.m.
Graduating seniors of the Art + De-
sign Department showcase work 
representative of their accomplish-
ments throughout multiple loca-
tions. Work exhibited represents 
the following programs: Advertis-
ing Art Direction, Art History, fine 
Arts, Graphic Design, Illustration, 
Interior Architecture and Product 
Design. Work can be viewed con-
currently at C33 Gallery, in the 
33 e. Congress Parkway Building, 
the A+D Gallery, in the 619 S. Wa-
bash Building, Hokin Hall, Hokin 
Project and the lobby of 623 S. 
Wabash Ave Building.
When Words Meet Images: 
Art History and Visual Cul-
ture Symposium at Manifest
11 a.m.–3 p.m.
Art History majors will present pa-
pers on issues in contemporary art.
Radio Department 
Senior Awards    
4–5 p.m.
Join the radio Department as we 
honor the best work by our senior 
students.  A showcase of student 
work will be presented featuring 
documentaries, radio theater, pro-
duction, news, sports and public 
service.
WCRX Live Broadcast   
5–9 p.m.
Graduating radio majors will host 
and produce specialty shows featur-
ing hip-hop, alternative, garage, top 
40 and sports shows.
ShopColumbia, 
Student Art Boutique    
10 a.m.–8 p.m.
SHoPColuMBIA | Columbia’s stu-
dent art boutique, features original 
designs created and inspired by Co-
lumbia artists.  spanning all media 
and disciplines, shopColumbia is 
defined by what Columbia students 
are making right now.  Guests can 
start their morning with comple-
mentary coffee and donuts while 
shopping for their limited edition 
2014 Manifest t-shirt.  Proceeds 
from Manifest t-shirt sales will ben-
efit ColumbiaCares, an emergency 
fund for students who are facing 
unexpected challenges and crises.
Pop-Up 
Lounge
900 S. Wabash Ave.
Music Lounge   
12PM-6PM
Just across the street the Manifest 
Mainstage, the student Program-
ming Board Music lounge is the 
place to be- with DJs spinning, inter-
active photo booth, headliner meet 
and greets, and the home base for 
all of our SPB sponsors. As a to-
tally student run space, the Music 
lounge is a shining example of “the 
skies the limit” Columbia mentality.
Sherwood
1312 S. Michigan Ave,
Cultural Studies Forum    
1–5p.m. 
through oral presentations of their 
Capstone thesis Projects, Colum-
bia’s Cultural studies students 
showcase the knowledge, skills 
and expertise that they have devel-
oped throughout their studies in the 
Bachelor of Arts in Cultural Studies 
program. the forum is a great intro-
duction to the ways in which cultural 
studies links theory and practice.
Composition 4B Recital     
7 p.m.
Hear original compositions from our 
composition students.
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Dance 
Performance Project   
3–4 p.m.
Senior Dance major Jaclyn Du 
Chateau performs works choreo-
graphed by students and faculty in 
this intimate solo concert.
Faculty/Repertory Perfor-
mance Workshop Concert  
8–10 p.m.
this concert features dance stu-
dents performing work by faculty 
members including onye ozuzu, 
Pam McNeil, trae turner, Margi 
Cole, Colleen Halloran, and l.A. 
based artist, Jackie lopez, aka 
Miss Funk. Come and enjoy a 
variety of dance performed by 
outstanding students!
Dance 
Center
1306 S. Michigan Ave.
600 S. Michigan Ave.
Alexandroff
Campus 
Center
1104 
Center
1104 S. Wabash Ave.
Arcade
Metro
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A Show of Hands–ASL 
Performing Arts Showcase  
1–2 p.m. 
Film Row Cinema TheaTeR | an 
aSl-english interpretation Depart-
ment Performing arts extravaganza. 
Presenting an impressive showcase 
of american Sign language through 
vibrant poetry,  song interpretation, 
storytelling, improvisational comedy, 
and more. Performances include a 
collection of works from Creativity in 
aSl and music interpreting, as well 
as personal works from students 
within the department.
Senior ASL Practicum 
Showcase   
2–3 p.m. 
Film Row Cinema TheaTRe | The 
aSl-english interpretation Depart-
ment celebrates graduating practi-
cum students. Students will present 
their personal interpreting portfo-
lios and showcase a collaborative 
senior project highlighting the joys, 
challenges, and humor of their 
experiences.
ASL-English 
Interpretation Reception  
3–4 p.m.
lobby | Graduating aSl–english 
interpretation students get together 
with faculty, staff, alumni, family, 
friends and prospective students to 
share their experiences and plans 
for their interpreting career after 
graduation.
Curious Body EX-Cinema 
and Documentary 
Installations   
1–4 p.m.
Room 503 | Cinema art + Sci-
ence's experimental Film Society 
and Viva Doc student  organizations 
curate a show that highlights media 
installations that  showcase and ex-
tend the notion of cinema and tele-
vision into physical environments 
and 3D space.  work has been  cho-
sen that questions the boundaries 
of the frame, unpacks actualities 
and social issues, invites you to ex-
plore strange moments, learn more 
about approaching human subjects, 
reflect on the space where the tech-
nology of digital video merges with 
the role of the audience.  enter the 
rooms and explore a variety of dis-
plays both grandiose and intimate, 
single and multiple channel work.
Manifest: Animation 
Program Screening 
  6:30–8:30 p.m.
Film Row |The animation program 
screening features work created 
in the senior capstone experience, 
“animation Production Studio.” in 
this course, students collaborate to 
create an animated short from con-
ceptualization through presentation 
of the final film. At this year’s Mani-
fest, students from “animation Pro-
duction Studio” will premiere their 
film, “Bad Magic.” Additionally, ani-
mation students pursuing bFa de-
grees in Traditional and Computer 
animation will be presenting works-
in-progress and final presentations 
of their solo thesis films.
Framework Interviews   
1–5 p.m. 
lobby | Graduating Cinema art + 
Science students reflect on where 
they started and how far they’ve 
come in these student-produced 
two-minute shorts. Free popcorn 
courtesy of Ca + S.
Curious Eye 
Experimental Screening   
1–4 p.m.
Room 504 | Cinema art + Sci-
ence's experimental Film Society 
student organization will curate and 
screen a range of experimental and 
documentary work from graduating 
seniors across the college.  “Pecu-
liar Found Footage,” “Quixotic Self-
portraits,” “machinama,” “Dance 
and movement  Theater Films” and 
a variety of other films and videos 
that stretch, push, pull and explode 
the traditional notions of cinema 
and television will be shown. Three 
programs: 1–1:50 p.m., 2–2:50 
p.m. and 3–3:50 p.m.
Viva Doc Screenings  
1–4 p.m.
Room 502 | Cinema art + Sci-
ence's Viva Doc student organiza-
tion curates and screens a range of 
documentary projects from graduat-
ing seniors across the college.  So-
cial issue docs, environmental docs, 
essay films and a variety of other 
films and videos. The documenta-
ries explore subjects and actuali-
ties while highlighting the creative 
authorship of the filmmakers. Three 
Programs: 1–1:50 p.m., 2–2:50 
p.m. and 3–3:50 p.m.
Manifest - Interdisciplinary 
Arts MFA Thesis 
Exhibition Reception 
 5–8 p.m. 
Raw SPaCe | Join us for Columbia 
College’s year-end, campus-wide 
celebration of student creative work 
and accomplishments. The inter-
disciplinary arts mFa Thesis exhibi-
tion will be on display for a special 
reception at which visitors can en-
gage with the participating artists 
and enjoy refreshments.
MFA Thesis Exhibition and 
Performances 
 2–8:30 p.m. 
Conaway CenTeR | This exhibition 
features the unveiling of final thesis 
projects and performances from 
graduating students in the interdis-
ciplinary arts Department. The  proj-
ects, which include artists' books, 
works in handmade paper, print me-
dia, installations and sculpture, new 
media and time arts events are the 
culmination of one year of guided 
research. Each reflects the depart-
ment’s dual focus on interdisciplin-
ary book and paper arts and inter-
disciplinary arts and media.
MA Journalism Showcase   
5–8 p.m. 
8Th FlooR, ThURSDay | being a 
reporter is not easy, but is uniquely 
rewarding because the career offers 
the chance to constantly learn and 
grow. Journalism graduate students 
share their experiences beyond the 
classroom as real-life reporters. in 
the digital age, anyone can distrib-
ute information. but true journalists 
are committed to reporting the truth 
on which society depends—whether 
through print, television, radio, so-
cial media or other channels.
tMFA Photography 
Exhibition   
11 a.m.–5 p.m. 
GlaSS CURTain GalleRy
2014 mFa Photography exhibition.
618 S. Michigan Ave.
Fashion Breakfast - IE2014 
8:30–10:30 a.m. 
The aRCaDe, STaGe 2 | The Fash-
ion Studies Department and Portfo-
lio Center at Columbia College are 
proud to present our annual Fash-
ion breakfast & Runway Show.  This 
event is an excellent opportunity 
for both Fashion Design & Fashion 
business students to show work 
and receive feedback from industry 
professionals. The morning kicks 
off with networking opportunities, 
followed by a runway show orches-
trated by fellow students and fac-
ulty, featuring your designs!  Profes-
sional portfolios and business cards 
are advised. as well as business 
cards. Participation is limited to se-
nior Fashion Studies students grad-
uating before Fall 2014. 8:30–9:30 
a.m. Portfolio Reviews & neworking. 
9:30–10:30 a.m. Runway Show
Re/Sounding 
Black Chicago: A 
Multimedia Installation  
10 a.m.– 4 p.m.
Representing collaborative and 
individual work by students in the 
Creative learning hub Course of 
the same name, these multimedia 
installations are creative responses 
to their interactions with Chicago as 
a living archive of black music and 
sound.  Sponsored by the Center 
for black music Research.  light re-
freshments will be served.
Launch 2014   
 1–5:50 p.m. 
The aRCaDe, STaGe 2 | launch 
is ready to take flight with a mod-
ern twist on the traditional fashion 
show.  This year, the series will in-
clude two ticketed indoor runway 
shows and the first-ever outdoor 
fashion presentation.  These events 
feature senior fashion design stu-
dents and are planned and pro-
duced by senior fashion business 
students. live feeds of the indoor 
events will be played in the lobby of 
the 618 S. michigan ave. building 
and the second floor of the 618 S. 
wabash ave. building.  Documen-
tary style film shorts on graduating 
fashion business students, shot by 
Cinemar arts + Science students 
and Frequency TV, will also be on 
display in the lobby as well as at 
Stage Two. outdoor show: between 
the main event lot and the 916 S. 
wabash ave. building—in the street! 
Two indoor shows: 618 S. michigan 
ave., Stage Two
Graduation and New 
Alumni Celebration  
 9 p.m.
Graduation party at the metro! Con-
gratulations! you are graduating! if 
that doesn’t warrant a party of epic 
proportions, we don’t know what 
does. Us, you, metro—after mani-
fest. See you there!
3707 N. Clark St.
Alumni Relations   
1–8 p.m. 
lobby area on 2nd floor, class-
room 226, classroom 215, class-
room 221 | The college welcomes 
our alumni back to the South Loop 
to celebrate the annual Manifest 
Urban Arts Festival! Alumni from 
all disciplines and graduation years 
will gather at the Alumni Lounge to 
reconnect with faculty/staff, stu-
dents, and the vibrant artistic cul-
ture Columbia College Chicago!
Alumni Lounge
1–5 p.m.
2nd FLoor | Alumni Lounge is 
open with refreshments and alumni 
merchandise.
Alumni Reception
6–8 p.m.
2nd FLoor | Join us for a reception 
before heading over to the Big Top 
for main stage performances.
Manifest Poetry, Fiction, & 
Nonfiction Reading   
2–5 p.m. 
The LoFT | Walk into The Loft and 
be physically surrounded with work 
from graduating students in the 
department of Creative Writing's 
fiction, nonfiction and poetry pro-
grams. While students read, audi-
ence and participants will be invited 
to pluck a page or two that interests 
them from the wall like a ripe word 
fruit [end simile]. As more people 
take the pieces, the border between 
the dynamic, live, performance 
space and the static, wood-pulp-
and-toner, booky space will blur.
IAM TEAM GAME Astray 
10 a.m.–7 p.m.
1st FLoor | A Forsaken Tale is a 
first-person steal dark fantasy/hor-
ror game. Succumb to fear and be 
led astray; conquer darkness and 
find the light.
IAM Game Challenge   
10 a.m.–5 p.m. 
lobby | Students will form small 
teams to build a game collaboratively 
in 24 consecutive hours. The teams 
will be competing against each other 
each building their own version of 
a game. The game concept will be 
revealed at 5 p.m. the day before 
Manifest. each team needs to a have 
a team leader. each team needs to 
have a freshman or first year transfer 
student to be eligible for prizes.
IAM Team    
10 a.m.–6 p.m. 
1st FLoor |"Scroll for the Goal" is 
an interactive mobile web experi-
ence that helps the user be more 
informed about their health and 
well-being.
Indie Games   
10 a.m.–6p.m. 
1st FLoor | shark beast is a linear 
3d Platformer where you play as a 
shark saving your best friend from 
a evil angler fish. “runner Leor” is 
a cyberpunk vigilante endless run-
ner game, “Mayra the headless” is 
a Flappy Bird inspired game, “duel 
School” is a two-player voxel based 
tactics game where players take on 
the roles of either jocks or nerds 
and fight to gain the School's repu-
tation and more… retch, Cold War 
Colony, Charlotte Seeker, not halo, 
Carlless racing, Sgetti.
Champagne Toast 
and Parent Reception 
11–11:45 a.m.
The LoFT | Join President Kwang-
Wu Kim and Vice President of Stu-
dent Affairs, Mark Kelly, for a cham-
pagne toast, honoring parents and 
families of Columbia students with 
a special dedication to graduat-
ing students and their parents and 
families.
Watercooler 
Journal GIF Gallery  
10 a.m.–5 p.m. 
1ST FLoor | Check out  the Water-
cooler Journal's best submissions 
of the 2013-14 Academic Year and 
meet our  hardworking student staff. 
Watercooler Journal is Columbia 
College Chicago Television depart-
ment’s online academic publication 
that focuses on the sharpest TV 
analysis from students to content 
creators and papers to multimedia… 
gifs included. Completely  student 
run, Watercooler Journal is here to 
form a gallery where hierarchy of 
form doesn’t dictate quality, and to 
foster a community where papers, 
multimedia, and social media work 
in harmony to stir  academia with re-
freshing force—from Microsoft Word 
to Imgur to Tumblr and back again.
Faith and Home 
3:15–3:35PM
rooM 214 | Phillip Lewis directs 
a new work inspired by Faith and 
home.
Movement II   
 1:15–1:45PM
room 214
Ann Boyd and hannah Burt’s Move-
ment II students collide double edge 
inspired training, found text, choreo-
graphic rigor and objects of personal 
resonance to create a wild and play-
ful improvisational performance.
Performers: raven Allen, Saman-
tha Fisher, david Gordezky, Cristina 
Granados, nia Gray, Miranda ha-
mand, Jesimiel Jaddua, Phillip Lewis, 
Tophor Loos, Sean Marburger david 
osario, Justin Wirsbinski
Risk of Electric Shock    
2–3 p.m. 
room 226 | Columbia's first eVer 
student devising group, hannah 
Burt, Travis Coe, Will Green, Will 
Greenburg, emma Ladji, Charles 
haumersen, rachel Minkoff and 
dior Stephens performs their in-
tensely physical and emotionally 
driven original new work.
Sculpture 
Garden
S. Wabash Ave. &
 E. 11th St.
The Clothesline Project   
12–3 p.m. 
Through this riveting showcase, 
student activists aim to raise cam-
pus awareness about the issues of 
sexual assault and domestic vio-
lence.  Using enthralling, interactive 
displays, including The Clothesline 
Project, participants can walk in a 
victim's shoes and experience the 
way rape culture is subconsciously 
ingrained in our society.
Drum Circles, 
2 p.m.– 2:45 p.m.
Improvised African & Latin percus-
sion sessions, open to public 
participation.  Led by Bart Bradfield 
and students.
Street Portion between 
9th and Wabash
2–2:30 p.m.
Sculpture Garden –2:45-3:15 p.m.
Papermaker's Garden–3:30-4:00 p.m.
Congress
Building
33 E. Congress 
Parkway
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Wabash Campus
916 S. Wabash Ave.
Taking Flight with Young 
Student Artists   
4–6 p.m. 
rooM 404 | elementary and Art 
education student teachers will ex-
hibit public school students projects 
or units of study that impacted the 
students during their student teach-
ing internship.
Pathways and Perspectives 
 5–7 p.m. 
5Th FLoor | In this exhibition, early 
Childhood Teacher candidates will 
share their artistic representations 
of the many pathways they have 
taken and multiple perspectives 
they have examined on their journey 
to becoming a teacher.
Broadening News Horizons: 
Undergraduate Student 
Journalism Showcase 
10 a.m.–2 p.m. 
ConVerGenCe neWSrooM | Jour-
nalism is a versatile field with end-
less opportunities. Whether working 
in print, online or on the air, report-
ers have to be accurate, timely and 
creative. hear the stories of young, 
innovative journalists who are 
changing the ways news is spread.
Soundscapes - 
presented by Audio 
Arts & Acoustics 
11 a.m.–5 p.m. 
BASeMenT | our faculty and stu-
dent communities are active and 
recognized within most facets of the 
audio and music industries, engage 
in influential  research and include 
artists whose work is at the cutting 
edge of sound art. Standing firmly 
at the intersection of audio art, 
science and technology, we shape 
soundscapes and the world listens. 
Celebrate with us during Manifest 
by sharing your passion for sound 
and exploring the work of our gradu-
ating students in Audio design and 
Production, Live & Installed Sound4 
and Acoustics.
Art + Design 
Manifest Exhibition  
5–9 p.m.
Graduating seniors of the Art + de-
sign department showcase work 
representative of their accomplish-
ments throughout multiple loca-
tions. Work exhibited represents 
the following programs: Advertis-
ing Art direction, Art history, Fine 
Arts, Graphic design, Illustration, 
Interior Architecture and Product 
design. Work can be viewed con-
currently at C33 Gallery, in the 
33 e. Congress Parkway Building, 
The A+d Gallery, in the 619 S. Wa-
bash Building, hokin hall, hokin 
Project and the lobby of 623 S. 
Wabash Ave Building.
The Hilton Chicago Student 
Art Project and Wabash 
Arts Corridor Competition 
Winner Announcement   
1:30–2 p.m.
Join us for a dedication of the recent 
addition of eight new large-scale 
photographs to the exterior of the 
iconic Hilton Chicago.  The Hilton 
WAC Project is a partnership with 
Columbia College Chicago’s Photog-
raphy Department and the Hilton 
Chicago with collaborative support 
from the Fashion Department.  The 
Wabash Arts Corridor and Columbia 
College will also announce the win-
ners of the recent WAC Competition 
for banner designs to be placed on 
Columbia’s 72 E. 11th and 33 E. 
Congress buildings.
Spertus
Manifest Music Showcase  
11a.m.–8 p.m.
The Columbia College Music Depart-
ment will be presenting outstand-
ing student ensembles from 11:00 
a.m. to 8:00 p.m. on May 16 at the 
Spertus. The ensembles will perform 
Gospel,Pop Rock, R&B, Folk, Coun-
try, Fusion and Progressive Rock. 
Several of the ensembles will per-
form original music and the Colum-
bia College Big Band will be featured.
Performace Schedule: 11:00  - 
11:20  - Armitage , 11:30 - 1:00 
break for sound checks, 1:00 - Gos-
pel Repertoire Ensemble,  1:30 - Pop 
Orchestra,  2:00 - R&B Ensemble, 
2:30 - Pop Rock Showcase,  3:00 - 
Blues Ensemble,  3:30 - Chicago Vox, 
4:00 - Fusion Ensemble,  4:30 - Co-
lumbia College Jazz Ensemble,  5:30 
- Folk Ensemble,  6:00 - Art School 
Problems,  6:30 - Ajani,  7:00 - Metro-
palis,  7:30 - Progressive Rock
624 S. Michigan Ave.
Harmonic Lattice   
2–5 p.m. 
Room 1105 | In an intimate setting, 
we invite you to join the graduate 
students of the Department of Cre-
ative Arts Therapies in a celebration 
of works that illuminate processes of 
the past two years spent together in 
their graduate program. As the stu-
dents move forward into becoming 
creative arts therapists, they con-
tinue to search for the connection 
between art and science, mind and 
body, spirit and self: a weaving pat-
tern supported by one another. A(n) 
harmonic lattice. Art in the Library: 
Manifest Edition   8AM-8PM, Library 
3rd Floor Art in the Library showcas-
es the talent of our own community 
of student, faculty, staff, and alumni 
artists.  While you are enjoying Mani-
fest, be sure to come by to look at 
the great work  on display and  relax 
by enjoying views of Grant Park on 
comfortable seating in our space. 
Photo: “Trophy Case”, photograph by 
Maria Murczek, student
Art in the Library: 
Manifest Edition   
8 a.m. – 8 p.m. 
LIBRARy 3RD FLOOR | Art in the 
Library showcases the talent of our 
own community of student, faculty, 
staff, and alumni artists.  While you 
are enjoying Manifest, be sure to 
come by to look at the great work  on 
display and  relax by enjoying views 
of Grant Park on comfortable seating 
in our space. Photo: “Trophy Case”, 
photograph by Maria Murczek, stu-
dent
Chillaxin’ in the Library  
 8 a.m.–8 p.m. 
LIBRARy | All Come by the Library 
anytime during Manifest to see our 
collections, view our many great ex-
hibits, meet our staff  and see what 
we have to offer!  Come by our 3rd fl 
North Reading Room and just relax. 
Bring your lunch--we allow food and 
drink in the Library!  Once refreshed, 
enjoy the rest of Manifest!
Manifest History   
8a.m.–8 p.m. 
LIBRARy 3RD FLOOR | What began 
as a showcase for graduating stu-
dents has quickly become the pride 
of Columbia College Chicago and 
Chicago art community.  In its twelve 
year history, Manifest has attracted 
tens of thousands of attendees, 
presenting hundreds of astounding 
events.  Explore the history  of Mani-
fest, the all-day urban arts festival, 
in this exhibit.
My Florence: Photographs 
by Art Shay     
 8 a.m.–7 p.m. 
LIBRARy 2ND FLOOR | Columbia 
College Chicago’s Museum of Con-
temporary Photography (MoCP) and 
Library present My Florence, a pho-
tographic project by renowned Chica-
go Photojournalist Art Shay on view 
throughout the Library’s 2nd floor. 
My Florence, in Art Shay’s words, 
“...is the story in pictures of our 67 
years of marriage.”
The Aesthetics of 
Research: Manifest Edition  
8 a.m. –7p.m. 
LIBRARy 1ST | The Aesthetics of 
Research showcases how Columbia 
artists use library and research ma-
terials as foundation and inspiration 
for creative projects across all dis-
ciplines. By displaying both the fin-
ished work and bibliography, which 
generated that work, the selected 
pieces not only offer key insight into 
individual creative/scholarly pro-
cess, but reinforce the place of re-
search in artistic practice.
South 
Michigan 
Campus
A+D 
Gallery 
Art and Design 
Manifest Exhibition    
5–9 p.m.
Showing together throughout mul-
tiple venues/locations, graduating 
seniors of the Art+Design Depart-
ment showcase work representa-
tive of their accomplishments. Work 
exhibited represents the following 
programs: Advertising Art Direction, 
Art History, Fine Arts, Graphic De-
sign, Illustration, Interior Architec-
ture, and Product Design. Viewed 
concurrently at C33 Gallery (33 E. 
Congress Parkway), The A+D Gal-
lery (619 S. Wabash Avenue),  Hokin 
Hall, Hokin Project, and Lobby of 
623 S. Wabash.
Paper 
Maker’s 
Garden
 750 S. Wabash Ave.
Plant Papermaking 
Demonstration   
1–5 p.m.
Book and Paper graduate students 
will host an ongoing papermaking 
demonstration  using garden-grown 
plant fibers. Stop by and learn how 
to pull a sheet!
Sounds from 
Contemplative Loop   
2–3 p.m.
Handmade paper blankets are cos-
tume, stage, and musical instrument 
in this performance by Book and Pa-
per graduate student Alex Borgen. 
This is an excerpt from her installa-
tion in the thesis exhibition at 1104 
S Wabash.
Radio Department - 
Club DJ Showcase    
1–7 p.m.
Live mixing by various Club DJ stu-
dents spinning hip-hop, electronica, 
house and more!
619 S. Wabash Ave.
610 S. Michigan Ave.
Music 
Center 
1014 S. Michigan Ave.
Digital Music 
Composition Recital 1  
12 p.m. 
Concert Hall |Columbia's Digital 
Music Composition students will 
present their compositions.
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Information from colum.edu/Manifest
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best products better service
ComputerStore
Store Hours: M - F 11 a.m. to 6 p.m.  
33 E. Congress Parkway 1st Floor (entrance off Wabash) • 312.369.8622 computerstore@colum.edu
*Must be a current student, staff, or faculty member of Columbia College Chicago to shop at the  
  Computer Store. All offers valid while supplies last. No rainchecks or special orders. All sales final.
We accept:
Cash and starter checks not accepted.
Manifest Sale!
At the Columbia College Computer Store
Buy a Mac...
Get a FREE $25 iTunes Gift Card
Buy an iPad...
Get a FREE $15 iTunes Gift Card
10% OFF
An accessory item 
in the store
(Excluding software and Apple accessories) 
All in stock Macs and iPads on Sale! 
See store for details.
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Manifest Artwalk and Receptions 
1.    
33 E CONGRESS
 
C33 Gallery, 1st Floor 
 Art and Design Manifest Exhibition
2.  619 S WABASH
 
A+D Gallery, 1st Floor 
 Art and Design Manifest Exhibition
3.  
623 S WABASH
 roolF ts1 ,yrellaG tcejorP nikoH ehT  
 Art and Design Manifest Exhibition
 ShopColumbia, 1st Floor
 Ongoing display of student and alumni art
4.  
CORNER OF BALBO AND WABASH, PARKING LOT
 Anchor Graphics
5.  
600 S MICHIGAN
 MoCP, 1st Floor 
 Home Truths: Photography and Motherhood 
6.  
618 S MICHIGAN
ybbol roolF ts1 ,swodniW noitibihxE seidutS noihsaF ehT  
  
 The Arcade, 2nd Floor 
 LAUNCH 2014
 7.  
624 S MICHIGAN AVE, 1ST, 2ND, 3RD AND 5TH FLOORS
 Columbia College Chicago Library
   
 1st Floor - The aesthetics of reasearch
 2nd Floor - My Florence: Photographs by Art Shay
 3rd Floor - Manifest History 
 3th Floor - Art in the library: Manifest Edition
8.  
820 S MICHIGAN AVE.
 Interactive Arts and Media senior exhibition
 BA + BFA Photography Exhibition
9.  1104 S WABASH
 Glass Curtain Gallery, 1st Floor
 MFA photography exhibition
 The Center for Book and Paper Arts, 2nd Floor
 Interdisciplinary Arts MFA Thesis Exhibition
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
colum.edu/galleries
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Wabash arts corridor 
Kicks off second year
columbia may not have a traditional campus, but the college undeni-ably shapes the stretch of South 
Wabash Avenue between Congress Park-
way and Roosevelt Road.
The Wabash Arts Corridor, which pre-
miered a year ago, has brought Columbia 
students’ work into the public eye with 
installations such as the Papermaker’s 
Garden at the corner of Wabash Av-
enue and 8th Street and the four pho-
tos mounted on the walls of the Hilton 
Chicago Hotel facing Wabash Avenue. 
New photo installations, selected via a 
contest, will replace the existing ones 
on the Hilton Chicago and on the build-
ing housing the Artists’ Café facing 
north between 11th Street and Roos-
evelt Road. Additionally, the new photo 
installations will be mounted on the Hil-
ton and wrap around the building to face 
8th Street. 
Besides the permanent installations, 
the Wabash Arts Corridor will come to 
life during Manifest on May 16, accord-
ing to Mark Kelly, vice president of Stu-
dent Affairs. Student-created artwork will 
enliven the events in the lots along the 
street and the galleries in various Colum-
bia buildings, Kelly said. Performances 
will light up the stages all day, connect-
ing Columbia in a public space, he said.
“It encompasses the entire district go-
ing from Michigan [Avenue] over to State 
[Street],” Kelly said. “We want students 
to feel like they’re in a special cultural 
educational district that is very much 
framed by the life and experience of the 
students in our community. You can feel 
that as you walk down Wabash Avenue.”
Kelly said the Wabash Arts Corridor is a 
mode of creating a Columbia campus out-
side the college’s separate buildings to 
provide students with a space that feels 
distinct. Manifest is an annual coming-
together that takes months of planning, 
but the Wabash Arts Corridor is a way 
of preserving that feeling throughout the 
academic year.
“Manifest is this very powerful event 
that celebrates our seniors’ bodies of 
work,” Kelly said. “[But] we can’t just 
have one day a year where we get to feel 
who we are and what we’re about. The 
work of our students needs to become 
embedded in the life of this district.”
The city has also been supportive in 
the college’s efforts to claim the Wabash 
Arts Corridor as its own. Mayor Rahm 
Emanuel spoke at the corridor’s debut 
last year, and Chicago Cultural Commis-
sioner Michelle Boone has voiced her 
support for the college’s efforts. Kelly 
said other colleges in the area, such as 
Roosevelt, DePaul and Robert Morris 
universities, benefit from the art instal-
lations in the area. All the cultural insti-
tutions in the area can also participate, 
he said.
The winners of the Hilton Hotel con-
test will be announced at the unveiling 
of the installation on May 16 at 1:30 
p.m. and will have their artwork installed 
on the side of the hotel. Kelly said the 
student contest had more than 100 sub-
missions, far more than the judges ex-
pected. This is the first year the college 
has run the competition, and he said 
it will likely become an annual staple 
at Manifest.  
“Columbia alone shapes this district, 
but then when you add in all of our neigh-
bors, there’s this unbelievably powerful 
collection of educational resources,” Kel-
ly said. “The Wabash Arts Corridor brings 
it to life.”
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By Elizabeth Earl
Opinions Editor
When the Columbia commu-nity returns from summer vacation in the fall, Wa-
bash Avenue will be decorated with 
new student-produced artwork.
The college hosted a competition 
for student displays through the Wa-
bash Arts Corridor project, a Colum-
bia initiative that aims to bring cre-
ative flair to the stretch of Wabash 
between Congress Parkway and Roos-
evelt Road. The competition is meant 
to allow current students and alumni 
who graduated in 2011 or later to 
showcase their original artwork. Two 
winners will receive a $1,000 prize 
and a large public banner depicting 
their work on Columbia’s 11th Street 
Campus Building, 72 E. 11th St., and 
the 33 E. Congress Parkway Build-
ing. The submission deadline was 
May 2 and winners will be announced 
at Manifest. 
The competition is intended to add 
to the number of existing banners on 
the South Loop Hilton Hotel’s exterior 
at 720 S. Michigan Ave., according to 
Mark Kelly, vice president of Student 
Affairs. He said the college wants 
to ensure that students and visitors 
know they are on Columbia’s campus 
when they walk down Wabash.
“There is no mistaking that you are 
in a very special place centered on 
students and creative practice,” Kel-
ly said. “We’re looking to make that 
more and more evident every day.”
The Wabash Arts Corridor Campus 
Committee, a panel of 13 faculty 
and staff members, will judge the 
submissions and select the winners, 
Kelly said.
The new banners will appear on 
campus at the start of the fall semes-
ter to welcome students.
“We’re hoping we get a wide variety 
of types of missions and ideas,” Kelly 
said. “The creative energy of the col-
lege should be centered on students 
and their bodies of work.”
Neysa Page-Lieberman, co-chair of 
the Wabash Arts Corridor Campus 
Committee and director of the De-
partment of Exhibition, Performance 
and Student Spaces, said she thinks 
displaying student work on campus 
enhances the college atmosphere, 
beautifies the campus and encour-
ages student involvement. 
“After these students put in their 
blood, sweat and tears here and 
develop these really extraordinary 
works, we should be celebrating it all 
over our walls,” Page-Lieberman said. 
“Not just in our galleries and on our 
stages, but in this really monumental 
grand way outside where the world 
can see it.”
Students compete for 
Wabash art displays
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By Katherine Davis
Assistant Campus Editor
Bruno Mars • Lady Gaga • Brad Paisley • Luke Bryan • Outkast • Dave Matthews Band
Zac Brown Band • Motley Crue • Fall Out Boy • Paramore • Usher • Aloe Blacc • Crayon pop
Darius Rucker • Joel Crouse • Danielle bradbery • Gary Clark Jr. • Alice Cooper • New Politics
bebe rexha • New Order • Arctic Monkeys • Rise Against • Kip Moore • Ray LaMontagne
Joan Jett & the Blackhearts • Nas • Ben Harper and Charlie Musselwhite • Brand New
The Neighbourhood • Fitz And The Tantrums • Ludacris • Five Finger Death Punch
 The Fray • Phantogram • The Head and the Heart • Cole Swindell • The Airborne Toxic Event
Neon Trees • Tegan and Sara • Thompson Square • B.o.B. • Robert DeLong • Melissa EthEridge
the Chainsmokers • Bonnie Raitt • Atmosphere • Moon Taxi • REO Speedwagon • Girl Talk
ZZ Ward • Umphrey’s McGee • Cheap Trick • Walk Off The Earth • Ziggy Marley • Kongos
A Great Big World • .38 Special • Jake Miller • Rick Springfield • Kool and the Gang • Switchfoot 
Jake Bugg • Yonder Mountain String Band • Bleachers • O.A.R. • Timeflies • Wailers
Los Lonely Boys • Ingrid Michaelson • Scotty McCreery • Pentatonix • SoMo • Blackberry Smoke
George Thorogood & The Destroyers • Rusted Root • DJ Pauly D • Kansas • Nitty Gritty Dirt Band 
Trombone Shorty & Orleans Avenue • Michael McDonald • Clay Walker • The Crystal Method 
Dennis DeYoung and the Music of Styx • Matisyahu • Crowder • Best Coast • Taj Mahal Trio
 David Nail • The Hold Steady • Delta Rae • The Pretty Reckless • John Hiatt and the combo 
Cowboy Mouth • Saints of Valory • Kopecky Family Band • Bombino • Foy Vance • St. Lucia
Wild Feathers • James Hunter Six • San Fermin • Bad Suns • Kitten • Wild Cub • Railroad Earth 
The Orwells • Babe Ruth • Smallpools • Lake Street Dive • Berlin • Ismael Miranda • bear hands
brother ali • grieves • prof • get cryphy • dj abilities • dem atlas • and hundreds more!
2014 summerfest headliners
It’s time to celebrate your best times of summer at “The Big Gig” where the bands are hot, 
the vibe is cool and the people are happy.  Yes, the fun will flow for 11 amazing days with over
800 of the most happening bands on the planet, delectable food and ice cold beverages, all at a 
world-class setting on the lakefront. So c’mon Chicago, join your friends in Milwaukee and let’s 
“Paint the Town Red” ... Summerfest Red. 
VISIT SUMMERFEST.COM FOR TICKETS, GIFT CARDS & THE 2014 TALENT LINEUP.
Ride the Amtrak Hiawatha with service between Chicago and Milwaukee and avoid the hassles 
of traffic and parking. Visit AmtrakHiawatha.com for up to date schedules and information.
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Electronic beats and indie-pop will echo throughout the South Loop at this year’s Manifest, Colum-
bia’s annual urban arts festival, when 
Chicago-based mashup duo The Hood 
Internet and Los Angeles-based sex-
tet Youngblood Hawke take the main 
stage as headliners.
Allison Shuman, marketing manager 
for the Student Programming Board 
and senior business & entrepreneur-
ship major, said the board chose The 
Hood Internet based on its new-age, 
popular DJ style.
“We thought they would bring a dif-
ferent vibe to Manifest,” Shuman said. 
“They are also local Chicago artists, so 
we thought it would bring in more of 
the community to Manifest.”
Aaron Brink, half of The Hood Inter-
MANIFEST
attracts electronic bands
net, said Chicago is his favorite place 
to play because it is his hometown. 
Brink said the Manifest show will 
mostly be a series of mashups in-
stead of their original productions be-
cause the songs are well-known and 
easy to dance to.
“We try to mix a range of music but 
also what’s specific to our taste,” 
Brink said. “We’re not just mixing 
what’s popular.”
Brink said he enjoys working with the 
other half of his duo, Steve Reidell.
“Our music is a pretty collabora-
tive effort between us,” Brink said. 
“We’ve been doing this for six years 
and hopefully that lets us get better 
at what we do.”
Brink said the audience may not rec-
ognize the music at the show.
“We really try to mix a range of dif-
ferent music but music that’s re-
ally specific to our taste,” Brink said. 
“We’re not just mixing the popular mu-
sic because we don’t really like that, 
so when people come see us they’re 
going to get a different type of music 
than they would get with other people 
doing mashups.”
Sam Martin, singer, drummer and 
pianist of Youngblood Hawke, said 
he looks forward to performing on 
the main stage and hopes to see a 
big turnout.
“We’re really excited and can’t wait 
to play,” Martin said. “We write about 
music that’s relevant to our lives and 
other people’s lives too, and we’re just 
telling stories about ourselves and 
hope people like it.”
Jennifer Wolan
Assistant Campus Editor
By Katherine Davis
Assistant Campus Editor
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The Student Programming Board has chosen eight student bands to perform on the main stage at 
this year’s Manifest. SHE, Wild Family, 
Nick Astro, The 151’s, Deer Emerson, 
Oby, Flashburn Beatbox and this year’s 
Biggest Mouth competition winners, 
Woo Park, will rock out during the day.
Allison Shuman, marketing manager 
of the Student Programming Board 
and senior business & entrepreneur-
ship major, said for the first time ever, 
bands had to go through a live audition 
process, which took place in February. 
She said seeing bands live is more ef-
fective because they could gauge what 
the lineup will look like for Manifest.
“It’s a festival, so you want upbeat, 
fun music that will draw a crowd,” Shu-
man said. “There is just a good variety 
of music. [The performances] can kind 
of appeal to everyone.”
Shuman said the performances 
will begin at 1:25 p.m. and run until 
6:25 p.m. when the guest headliners, 
Youngblood Hawke and The Hood Inter-
net, will take over.
Jake Schweitzer, lead vocalist in the 
5-member electric indie rock band 
Wild Family and a junior music ma-
jor, said he is excited to perform at 
Manifest alongside other talented 
student bands.
“[Students] can look forward to get-
ting down and dirty to some sweet 
grooves,” Schweitzer said. “Just jam-
ming out and having a good time.”
Sara Buzon, the solo electronic indie-
pop artist known as Deer Emerson 
and junior business & entrepreneur-
ship major, won second place at this 
year’s Biggest Mouth competition and 
said she is honored to be perform-
ing at Manifest because it’s one of 
the few times the student body all 
comes together.
“I’m getting to perform with some 
live national acts and also just some 
really good friends,” Buzon said. 
“It’s an opportunity for us all to feed 
off each other and have that sense 
of community.”
Ashley Otis, one of three lead vocal-
ists for the all-female soul band SHE 
and a senior music major, said al-
though she was initially disappointed 
that her band was not selected to per-
form at Biggest Mouth, she is excited 
to perform at Manifest.
“We’re not like any of the other 
groups that are performing that day,” 
Otis said. “On top of us being an all-
female band, we have a lot of energy, 
a lot of passion and we have a lot of 
fun together. We’ve been together for 
three years now and we’ve just learned 
a lot about each other and we simply 
enjoy performing.”
MAIN STAGE
Student Headliners
12 p.m. - 9 p.m. | Wabash Arts Corridor 
(Between Michigan - Clark and Congress - Roosevelt)MAIN STAGE 
SCHEDULE:
1:25 - 1:50: OBY
2:05 - 2:30: THE 151’s
2:30 - 2:45: FLASHBURN BEATBOX
2:45 - 3:10: SHE
3:25 - 3:50: DEER EMERSON
4:05 - 4:30: THE WILD FAMILY
4:45 - 5:05: NICK ASTRO
5:20 - 5:45: WOO PARK
HEADLINERS: 
6:00 - 7:00: THE HOOD INTERNET
7:15 - 8:15: YOUNGBLOOD HAWKE
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800 S Michigan Ave.      •      Chicago, IL 60605      •      312.431.1788      •      BrasseriebyLM.com
BUY ONE ENTREÉ & RECEIVE THE SECOND
OF EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE FOR FREE.
RECEIVE A COMPLIMENTARY FOUNTAIN DRINK
WITH THE PURCHASE OF AN APPETIZER OR ENTREÉ.
AFFORDABLE,
APPROACHABLE
FRENCH FOOD
Manifest Special Offers
Visit Columbia College’s Business Partners
Columbia College’s Business Partners Celebrate  
Student Success with Special Deals During Manifest
720 S. BAR AND GRILL in the Hilton Chicago,  
720 S. Michigan, offers 25 percent discount during Manifest
BAR LOUIE 47 W. Polk St.,  
provides a ten percent discount on food and drink during Manifest
SOUTH LOOP CLUB 1 E. Balbo,  
offers $4 draft beers and $4 specialty shots during Manifest
ARTIST CAFE 1150 S. Wabash, 
offers a 10 percent discount on food and drink
BRASSERIE LM offers a 10 percent discount  
on food and drink, Well Cocktails at $5;  Brasserie Burger, Fries & Soft drink at $11. 
HAROLD’S CHICKEN 636 S. Wabash, offers Manifest specials throughout the day
ARTIST & CRAFTSMAN 828 S. Wabash,  
offers free paint brushes and 10 percent discounts on merchandise 
CARIBOU COFFEE 41 E. 8th Street, offers Manifest specials throughout the day
ELEPHANT ROOM 704 S. Wabash,  
offers 25% off everything. Artwork, jewelry, postcards and notecards.
THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION
is proud to sponsor
12 p.m. - 9 p.m. | Wabash Arts Corridor 
(Between Michigan - Clark and Congress - Roosevelt)
colu
m.ed
u/sg
a
SNAP IT
LIKE IT
WRITE IT
Whatever you choose, 
share your news!
Follow us online for 
MANIFEST updates!
ColumbiaChronicle.comTWEET IT
By Lisa Schulz
Contributing Writer
Get a great tan while studying at 
Oak Street or North Avenue Beach.  
Travel around the world in one 
summer: visit cultural neighborhoods 
(Pilsen, Devon Ave., etc.).
Rock out at Lollapalooza or relax at the 
Blues Fest, your choice!  
Enjoy amazing festivals including the 
Taste of Chicago.  
Live life in style at The Flats for
a low monthly rate of $699!
(double occupancy space)
TWO & THREE
BEDROOM 
FULLY 
FURNISHED
APARTMENTS
INDOOR
BASKETBALL
COURT
312.939.0112 
theflats.eastwest.edu UBER @UBER_CHI UBER.COM/CHICAGO
Uber is a mobile application that 
connects riders to drivers with the 
push of a button.
In minutes, a car will be curbside, 
ready to take you wherever you 
need to go.  
Get started now: uber.com/app
      FLIGHT
UP TO $25 OFF. NEW USERS ONLY. NOT VALID ON TAXI.
FREE FIRST RIDE
ENTER PROMO CODE
DOWNLOAD THE APP1
ENTER THE PROMO CODE2
REQUEST YOUR RIDE3
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After experiencing the lavish spectacle that is the Great Con-vergence and viewing student 
work, alumni are invited to an exclusive 
lounge where they can recharge cell 
phones and themselves and celebrate 
afterward with an evening reception.
The Alumni Lounge will be located at 
916 S. Wabash Ave. on the 2nd floor, 
and will from 1–5 p.m., Manifest infor-
mation as well as refreshing snacks 
and beverages will be provided. Mer-
chandise, including Manifest T-shirts, 
will also be available for purchase at the 
lounge. A reception at the same location 
will feature alumni DJ Lipstick Dinosaur, 
a photoshoot opportunity and words 
from President Kwang-Wu Kim from 
6–8 p.m. 
“The alumni lounge and the alumni 
reception at Manifest are important be-
cause it’s an opportunity for us to en-
gage alumni. We considered as alumni 
both degreed alumni [and] people who 
have attended but never finished alum-
ni...we want them to have a connection 
not just with the school but also with 
each other,” said Cynthia Vargas, as-
sistant director of Alumni Programs. 
“Having these two events at Manifest 
provides that opportunity in a very ca-
sual, relaxed setting, while at the same 
time showcasing what the seniors 
are doing.”
Although every event is viewed as a 
networking opportunity, the lounge and 
reception are not as structured as other 
networking opportunities offered for 
alumni because the goal during Mani-
fest is to create an informal setting 
where alumni can interact, Vargas said.
There will be other activities at the 
reception for networking opportunities 
and engagement, including a designat-
ed area for business card exchange and 
a Columbia pride banner each alumni 
can sign, said Diana Cazares, senior di-
rector of event operations.
Though seniors are a few days short of 
alumni status, Cazares said that alumni 
receive an exclusive reception because 
seniors have their own celebration at 
the Metro, 3730 W. Clark St. 
“We’re hoping that next year they’ll 
join us for Alumni at Manifest,” 
she said.
While alumni are encouraged to view 
all student work during Manifest, alum-
ni-specific creations will also be dis-
played at the exhibition “Alumni on 5” 
on the 5th floor of the Library, located in 
the 624 S. Michigan Ave. Building.
Cazares said she hopes to increase 
alumni attendance and expects to see 
200–300 alumni. 
“Hopefully we’re still a part of their 
lives, and their experience was wonder-
ful and pleasant and that they would 
want to come back and be a part of 
Manifest and interact with other al-
ums in the Chicago area as well,” 
Cazares said.
Alumni can register online at colum.
edu/AlumniManifest to RSVP for ac-
cess to the lounge and can access the 
space with an assigned lanyard. More 
information on future alumni events, 
such as Alumni Weekend on October 
17–19, will be available at the lounge 
and reception. 
Alumni: Welcome back
MILITARY CREATIVITY & INGENUITY
Student Veterans Society
Experience the military life for a brief moment
with an MRE (Meal, Ready-to-Eat).
{   F   O   O   D       S   P   O   T    }
SHUT YOUR PIE HOLE
Knife & Fork
Inspired by the quirky wit of Anne Taintor, the dark humor of Martha
Rosler’s ‘Semiotics of the Kitchen’, and the hilarious concoctions
that came out of a 1950’s kitchen, Knife & Fork’s “Shut Your
Pie Hole” is a tongue in cheek ode to a woman’s place in the kitchen. 
{   F   O   O   D       S   P   O   T    }
CRUCIFIXION OF ART EDUCATION
Kayla Nirschel
This performance portrays the iconography of the crucifixion
in the context of art education and institutionalism.
EMBODIMENTS
Troinetta Burse
This is an afro-house inspired piece that uses improvisational
movement along with choreographed dancing.
MANIFEST JUKEBOX
XC3ND: Columbia College Show Choir
XC3ND ensemble members will perform a medley of pop
hits from their repertoire on demand as a “living jukebox”.
TO THE LAST BITE
Caleb Jones
To The Last Bite serves up a look at the normality and
humanity of the criminal through the universal medium of food.
{   F   O   O   D       S   P   O   T    }
LIVE ART
Bailey Couture
Live Art focuses on the act of taking flight and what we leave behind
when we take off from one place to the next. Columbia College
students worked with 3rd graders at Belding Elementary
to make this work happen.
DAS BETT
Colin Martinez & Joelle Matilsky
Through movement, text, and images, these artists examine
life from the perspective and through the metaphor of the bed.
#3TEEF VS. EARTHWORM
Shay Atkinson
Experience a sonic Mortal Kombat! This interactive project
utilizes circuit bending as a method for making music.  
the work, in two parts
elena & erin
This piece alludes to the many ways in which women’s
bodies are used to provide for others, highlighting the
pressures to maintain the appearance of composure that
women often assume is expected of them.
{   F   O   O   D       S   P   O   T    }
COLUMBIA TO COLOMBIA
Levi Sherman
Each item on the menu of this coffee cart corresponds to a specific
performance, each of which uses game theory and the conventions
of a retail interaction to engage the participant with the social justice
issues that result from the coffee industry.
{   F   O   O   D       S   P   O   T    }
CRUCIFIXION OF ART EDUCATION
Kayla Nirschel
This performance portrays the iconography of the crucifixion
in the context of art education and institutionalism.
INSIDE THE HAT AT THE
TEA PARTY BALLET
Amy Ahmed and the
Ekklesia Dance Theater Company
The Mad Hatter has invited you to venture down the
rabbit hole and join the crazy tea party ballet. 
SID YIDDISH’S
SPORTS DEATH MUSEUM
Sid Yiddish
Tour the Sports Death Museum where a docent will explain how each
item of sports memorabilia was used in an act of death or murder. 
PAINTING STREET ART LIVE
Nino Rodriguez
Catch artist and alumni Nino Rodriguez’s street art created
live and in action. The canvases will be donated to
Columbia College upon completion. 
12 p.m. - 9 p.m. | Wabash Arts Corridor 
(Between Michigan - Clark and Congress - Roosevelt)
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VALEDICTORIANS
The best and the brightest
At each commencement ceremony, one student is named valedictorian—an honor awarded to graduat-ing seniors who have stellar grades and have contrib-
uted greatly to the college community or the larger arts and 
media communities. 
Each honoree will deliver an address at his or her respec-
tive ceremony. Here are the five students being honored 
and a little information about each of them.
Dustin Pellegrini
Dustin Pellegrini is a cinema art + science major 
and a fiction writing minor. While attending Co-
lumbia, Dustin served as a Resident Assistant 
for two years, worked in the Portfolio Center 
on campus and was a recipient of the David R. 
Rubin scholarship. He also completed National 
Novel Writing Month, was featured in the Story 
Week Reader and is actively rewriting a novel and 
pursuing publishing opportunities. 
Makenzie Ellen Gee
Makenzie Gee is a Marketing Communication major 
and Management minor. She has been the proud 
recipient of the Presidential Scholarship throughout 
her four years at Columbia College. She has made 
the most of her time at Columbia by completing four 
internships, volunteering at city–wide events and par-
ticipating in the study abroad program in Thailand.
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Blake Stepan
Blake Stepan is a music major 
with an emphasis in double 
bass performance. He has 
divided his time as a touring mu-
sician with a variety of pursuits, 
including teaching pre-school 
in Denver and Chicago’s head-
start programs, studying fossils 
in Eastern Colorado and play-
ing basketball for the Chicago 
Pro-Am circuit. He said he feels 
especially grateful for having had 
the opportunity to develop his 
passion for art at Columbia.
Margaret Lillian 
Maggie Rogers is a Theater 
major from Louisville, Ky. 
Rogers has interned at Steep 
Theatre and Storycatchers 
Theatre, working with incar-
cerated youth. She plans 
on staying in Chicago after 
graduation and pursuing her 
MFA in directing. 
Lila Chiu
Lila Y. Chiu is an interactive 
arts & media major with a 
game design minor. Her work 
has received several honors, 
including a contract with 
the Shedd Aquarium for her 
team’s game proposal. Her 
passion for art has motivated 
her to work hard throughout 
her college career. She has 
been on the Dean’s List every 
semester and she was also 
chosen as one of the featured 
students for Columbia College 
Chicago’s annual scholarship 
event, The Open Doors Gala, 
in the fall 2013 semester.  
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A paper airplane has been cho-sen as the logo to excite stu-dents, faculty, staff and mem-
bers of the South Loop community 
for the highly anticipated end-of-the-
year urban arts festival Manifest. 
Senior art + design major Matt 
Dunne is this year’s creative di-
rector. He has designed and over-
seen the artistic direction of the 
festival, and his branding design, 
which features a paper plane and 
geometric shapes on a cyan back-
ground, is on T-shirts, posters and 
promotional merchandise. 
“[The paper plane] was one of 
the first things I thought of when I 
thought of flight,” Dunne said. “I 
thought it would be a simple but 
About the artist:
By Katherine Davis
Assistant Campus Editor
effective way to portray the theme 
and after I thought about it more, it 
seemed to apply more to Manifest.”
While preparing for the festival, 
Dunne said he has focused on in-
corporating this year’s theme and 
designs into new aspects, events 
and departments. Whether it’s hot 
air balloons or life-size paper air-
planes scattered along Wabash Av-
enue, Dunne said students will be 
immersed into an atmosphere that 
celebrates flying.
Dunne said his background in 
graphic design prepared him for the 
responsibilities of being creative di-
rector. After attending Manifest in 
previous years, he decided it was 
something he wanted to contribute 
to one day to have a lasting effect on 
visitors the way it did him.
“I wanted to make sure as I was 
2014 MANIFEST LIMITED EDITION LITHOGRAPH 
This print was designed by Matt Dunne (‘14), Manifest Creative 
Director, in collaboration with Anchor Graphics, a professional fine art 
press within the Art + Design Department. Buy your limited edition 
print at ShopColumbia. All proceeds will benefit ColumbiaCares. 
In Flight
Edition of 20
$500 unframed
ShopColumbia
623 S Wabash Avenue, 1st floor
The ColumbiaCares Fund was established by students from an AEMM Event Management Practicum 
Class, working in partnership with Student Affairs staff. The students saw a need for an emergency fund at 
the college to assist students who face unexpected challenges and emergencies. ColumbiaCares assists 
student who face an emergency situation and are in need of some modest financial assistance.
Student Affairs, in partnership with the Student Leadership Advisory Board, has established ColumbiaCares 
as a fundraising priority and hopes to motive the larger college community to donate to the fund. The fund 
will be administered by the Dean of Students’ office.
coming up with an idea that I had 
something that would be simple 
enough for people who don’t even 
know much about design to have 
a way to put it into their purposes 
[regardless] of their department,” 
Dunne said. “Having [Manifest] 
come together will be really cool, and 
being able to see my designs every-
where will be a surreal experience.”
Dunne said he hopes every Colum-
bia student attends Manifest to see 
the work of graduating students and 
to showcase their own work because 
it is one of the best events for stu-
dents’ work to get exposure.
“It’s really cool to see what every-
one’s doing,” Dunne said. “It also 
shows this is what [freshmen] can 
do in a few years. Whatever the body 
of work would be, they can be part 
of it.”
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MATT
DUNNE
Photo by Jacob Boll CREATIVE SERVICES
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ShopColumbia
623 S Wabash Avenue, 1st Floor
Buy a special edition Manifest t-shirt for $10 and 50%
of the proceeds will go towards ColumbiaCares.
Student Organizations
The Urban Cloud, 1001 S Wabash
Student Organizations fundraising at the Urban Cloud will donate 35% of 
their proceeds to ColumbiaCares.
ColumbiaCares Headquarters
The Urban Cloud, 1001 S Wabash
Stop by the CoulumbiaCares tent at the Urban Cloud to learn more about 
this great cause.
Donate online!
Visit: colum.edu/Giving_to_Columbia
The ColumbiaCares Fund was established by students from a Business and Entrepreneur Practicum Class, working in partnership with Student Affairs staff. The students 
saw a need for an emergency fund at the college to assist students who face unexpected challenges and emergencies. ColumbiaCares assists student who face an 
emergency situation and are in need of some modest financial assistance. Student Affairs, in partnership with the Student Leadership Advisory Board, has established 
ColumbiaCares as a fundraising priority and hopes to motive the larger college community to donate to the fund. The fund will be administered by the Dean of Students’ 
office.
ColumbiaCares assists students 
who have emergency need with 
modest (non-tuition) financial 
assistance.  Be on the lookout 
for various locations on campus 
to support ColumbiaCares and 
receive a CC heart button.
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The trolley will run throughout the Columbia College 
Chicago campus from 12:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
